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whereperformance gets top
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AMERICRUISE '89
Cruising southern
comfort-style with Pontiac
GTO power

ROAD TEST

Plymouth's Laser RS:
Chrysler's hottest street
machine since the 340
Duster

FALCON FALLACY 62
Ford cabriolet or bird of
prey?

FABULOUS

FLAGSHIP 65
A pristine '70 Olds 4-4-2
Brickyard Pacer

1988 NHRA WINSTON
WORLD FINALS 78
Drag racing's superstars
bring the curtain down on
their quickest season ever
hay WAGON.
This V-8-powered Pro Street
S-10 really takes you for a
ride!
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Check out Pontiac's 1989
Grand Prix SE
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THEHIGHENERGY

rrWILLCHANGl
THEPERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUR ENGH

The camshaft is by far the most
CRITICAL component in yonr
engine! No other part has as great
an effect on your torque, mileage
and power! That's why selecting
the right cam is the single most
importantchoice you will make
when trying to improve the per
formance of your car or truck.

How do you decide which High
Energy Cam you need? Consider
yourapplication. Is it your daily
driven family sedan, 4x4 or a Street
Machine you're looking to im
prove?

Auto manufacturers cannot real
istically build cars to fit every
buyer's driving style or expected
use for a vehicle. Their solution,
COMPROMISE EVERYWHERE!

There is no compromise with
Competition Cams' High Energy
series of camshafts! Each High
Energy Cam is designed with a
distinct set of performance charac
teristics in mind. The following
cam descriptions shouldhelp you
narrow down your High Energy
choices.

242H HTGH ENERGY CAM

The 252H is an ideal cam for
medium size motors (300-350 cu.
in.) requiring good low speed torque
and fuel economy. It's the ideal
replacement camfor stockengines
and produces excellentpower and
torque in the 1,000 to 4,800 rpm
range! You can expect horsepower
increases of25-30 over a stockcam.

Family sedans, light duty
pickups orvans and smaller V-6
motors are excellent applications for
the 252. It also works \vell with
computer controlled ignitions, over
drive transmissions and higher gear
ratios. The 252 will have a veiy
smooth and quiet idle.

The 252 will allow the engine to
produce outstanding torque
between 1,600 and 2,500 rpm. ^This

gear ratios.
The 252 works well with after-

market dual plane intake manifolds
and 600-650 cfm carburetors.
Headers or dual exhaust are also
recommended but not necessary.

The 252 is designed to work with
8.0 to 9.0 compressionratios and
todays unleaded fuels. Initial timing
will vary from 8° to 12° initial with a
total timingfigureof 34° to 36° set to
full advance by 2,200to 2,400 rpm.
The 252 is the cam to use for most
normal drivingapplications.

2Y;nH HIGH ENERGY CAM

The 260 is the perfect cam for
vans, pickups, street rods and tow
vehicles. It works great in all 350-
400 cu. in. motors and is considered
THE replacement CAMfor big
blocks (400 cu. in. -t-.j

The 260 is a versatile
cam that has exception
ally good power and
torque. Power increases!
of35-45 HP can be
expected in the 1,800 to
5,200 rpm range with
maximum torque made
between 2,200 and 3,000 rpm. The
260 is ideal for gear ratios of 3.0 to
3.50, and works great with compres
sion ratios of 8.0 - 9.5.

For a good power/mileage balanc
you can install a dual plane intake
with a 600-650 cfm carburetor and
headers or dual exhaust. Initial
timing can vary from 10°-14° with
total timing of 34°-36° in full
advance by 2,200- 2,400 rpm.

The 260 idles smoothly in larger
engines with stock exhaust, but will
have a faint exhaust sound with

headers. Vacuum is good and powe
accessories are not affected. The 26
produces the best combination of
power and driveability.

268H HIGH ENERGY CAM

With a broad torque curve and Uj
to 50-60 horsepower over a stock
cam, Competition Cams' 268H is tl
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